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Our object is to outline the principal results obtained in the study of 
decomposition theory of weights. We begin by studying decomposition 
theory for left Hubert algebras, Tomita algebras, and the associated 
modular automorphism groups. A decomposition theory for K.M.S. 
weights is developed together with the necessary existence and uniqueness 
theorems for these decompositions. We next examine K.M.S. weights on 
separable C*-algebras. As an application we study the Plancherel problem 
for separable locally compact groups, generalizing the results of [6]. 

1. Decomposition theory for left Hubert algebras. Throughout, 31 will 
denote a left Hubert algebra with fulfillment ?t", Hubert space completion 
JffÇH), left and right regular representations TTL and 7rR, left and right 
von Neumann algebras JX(5I) and ^^(31), sharp operation # , and 
corresponding modular operator A. (See [4], [5].) Also T will denote a 
locally compact space; by a measure fjt, on r we mean a Radon measure. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Given ( r , //), let 9t(y) (y e T) be a left Hubert algebra. 
We say yf->9t(y) is /^-measurable if there are countably many vector 
fields yf—>fi(y),y= 1, 2, • • • such that: 

(i) The fields y ^ f ^ y ) are fundamental for (see [4]) the field y\-+ 
^ ( r ) = j f (2t(y)) of Hubert spaces. 

(ii) For j , k=l, 2, • • • the fields yi-»£f(y) and yi->f^(y)f*(y) are 
measurable. 

(iii) For //-almost all y, {tj.(y):j=l, 2, • • •} are dense in %{y) with 
respect to the #-norm. 

Measurability of a field of right Hubert algebras is defined analogously. 
Although not necessary for some of our theorems, we restrict to the case 
where Y is second countable. 
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46L05, 43A10. 

1 The results in this note will form a portion of the authors doctoral dissertation 
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THEOREM 1.2. If yh-*2t(y) is a measurable field of left Hubert algebras 
then yi-»9t(y)' is measurable. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let {yi->9t(y)} be a measurable field, and 
r® 

2tf> = tf{y) diu(y). 

Define 

% = (\(y) du(y) 

to be the set of | e J#* for which: 
(i) If f ~ f (y) then |(y) e 3t(y) //-a.e. 

(ii) yH->|||#(y)||2 is ^-integrable. 
(iii) yh->||7rL(Ç(y))\\ is essentially bounded. 

THEOREM 1.4. (i) 91 is a left Hubert algebra with completion 34?. 
(ii) The field of von Neumann algebras yy->&i,($(y)) is measurable, and 

^W=Jr
@^Wr))^(r). 

(iii) 3 t '= jF 3t(y)' d/i(y)9 so that if 3t(y) isjull p-a.e.9 then 5t w ƒ*///. 

2. Decomposition theory for Tomita algebras. We are able to give a 
direct integral theory for Tomita algebras which is fully consistent with 
the results in §1 (for example if yh->9I(y) is a measurable field of full left 
Hubert algebras with direct integral 9t, and yi—>?ï0(y) and 3I0 are the 
corresponding canonical Tomita algebras, then in a very natural sense 
5t0=ƒ© SE0(y) d/u(y)). However, we state only results which will be crucial 
in the sequel. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let yh->$t(y) be a measurable field of full left Hubert 
algebras and(H=j^ ?I(y) dju,(y). Let {at :t eR} be the modular automorphism 
group of 0tjj$£) and at{y) the corresponding group for M($(y)). Then for 
every x=Jf? x(y) djji(y) in ML(%), and every t eR, y*~>ort(y)(*(y)) is a 
measurable operator field and at(x)=^ <ft(y)(x(y)) d[i(y). 

3. Direct integral theory for weights on von Neumann algebras. We 
make the hypothesis that all von Neumann algebras concerned have 
separable preduals. 

If cp is a weight on a von Neumann algebra Jt\ we use the notations 
n^, rrt^, N9 as established in [4]; when we say cp is quasi-normal we mean 
that ç>(supa6^xa)=supae^ cp(xa) whenever {xa:&eA} is bounded above 
in <Jf+; when we say cp is normal we mean <p=sup{co : co e Jt^ O^co^ cp}. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let y\-*Jl{y) (y e Y) be a measurable field of von 
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Neumann algebras, and for each y let cp{y) be a weight on JK{y). We say 
yy-+cp(y) is measurable if 

(i) there exist measurable operator fields y->x,(>0>./=l> 2, • •• , with 
Xj(y) e n(y)=nç>(y) and {xj{y)\j=\, 2, • • •} a-weakly dense in n(y); 

(ii) there exist measurable operator fields yt-+yj(y),j=l, 2, • • • , with 
xi(y) G n ( ) ; ) n n ( y ) * s u c ^ ^ a t {ƒ5(7)7=1, 2, • • •} is dense in n(y) nn(y)* 
with respect to the metric 

d(y)(zx, z2) = «KrXOi - ^X^i - 22)* + (zx - z a ) ^ - z2))1/2. 

(iii) If yH^x(y) G ^(y)+ is measurable, then yH->ç?(y)(#(y)) is measur
able. 

If yt-+<p(y) satisfies 3.1 (i) and 3.1 (iii) we say y\-><p{y) is weakly measur
able. 

DEFINITION 3.2. Let yt-xp(y) be weakly measurable as above, and 
e^=J® JHy) dfz(y\ Define cp=$® <p(y) dp(y) on Jl by 

It is clear that cp is a weight, and readily verified that the properties of 
quasi-normality, c-weak lower semicontinuity, normality and semi-
finiteness are preserved under the direct integral. 

Hereafter, (almost) all weights will be faithful, normal and semifinite; 
we omit the qualification. Suppose y^-^<p(y) is an arbitrary field of weights; 
let 31 (y) be the full left Hubert algebra associated with cp(y), and A(y)= 
{co e *Jf(y)i:cD<:(p(y)}. 

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose y\-*<Jif(y) is a measurable field of Von Neumann 
algebras, and q>(y) is a weight on *J((y). Then the following are equivalent. 

(i) yt-+(p(y) is measurable. 
(ii) yi—>9I(y) is measurable. 

(iii) There exist measurable cross-sections yt-*(Dj(yy of yi->A(y), y = 
1, 2, • • • , such that 

(a) there exists a ju-null set N<^ T such that, for yeT —N and z e *Jf(y)+, 
q)(y)(z)=sup{coj(y)(z):j=l, 2, • • •}, and 

(b) for each jx,j%=\, 2, • • • and e>0, there exists k such that cos{y)^ 
(\+e)œk(y)ix-a.e., f = l , 2 . 

In the course of the proof of 3.3 we show 

THEOREM 3.4. Let yi-»9I(y) be a measurable field of full left Hubert 
algebras, with direct integral 3t, and cp(y), cp be the canonical weights on 
3t(y), %. Then cp=$f cp(y) d/u(y). 
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4. Existence and uniqueness theorems. The basic result here is as 
follows (see [1], [2]). 

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose J£=@tL(?X). Then J( is decomposable over 
(T, jbt) if and only if there is a measurable field yf-»9t(y) (y e T) with 

«=J?«t(y)rfA«(y)-
The decomposition theorems for K.M.S. weights and Tomita algebras 

follow automatically from Theorems 4.1, 3.4 and §2. For measurable 
fields of full left Hubert algebras we obtain an "essential uniqueness" 
theorem (up to measure isomorphism), and for weights we have the 
following 

THEOREM 4.2. Ifyt-*(Pi(y), y^Vziy) are weakly measurable and mea
surable fields of weights respectively and Jjp <Pi(y) d/Li(y)=^ <P%(y) dju(y)9 

then cpx(y) = cp2(y) p-a.e. 

5. Decompositions of K.M.S. weights on C*-algebras. Let A be a 
separable C*-algebra, and y a faithful semifinite weight on A, K.M.S. 
for the one-parameter automorphism group at on A [4]. Let ir9 be the 
corresponding representation of A. 

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose TT^=ƒ f n(y) dju(y). Then there is a family 
{(p(y):y E T} of weights on A such that 

(i) for x E A+, y^<p{y)(x) is measurable and <p(x)=$r <p(y)(x) d/u,(y), 
and 

(ii) for each y E T, <p(y) satisfies the K.M.S. condition for at. 

We also show that any lower semicontinuous weight on A may be 
approximated from below by a countable family of positive linear func
tional. 

6. Applications to the Plancherel theorem. Let G be a separable 
locally compact topological group, with left regular representation X° on 
L2(G)=&. Considering ,J((G)={XG{g):g e G}" and the canonical weight 
<p on J((G), we may, by the remarks following 4.1, write 

{J((G\ <p} = f@{^(7), <p(y)} dv(y)9 
J Ta 

where TG is the spectrum of the center 3f(G) of JK{G), and the decom
position is central. We may regard this as a Plancherel formula for G, 
and our concern is to obtain more precise information concerning VG, 
and the components (p(y). To this end, put H={g E G:ô0(g)=l}, where 
ôG is the modular function of G. Let t\-+of be the modular automorphism 
group for (p. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Put ^0(G)={x e <Jf(G):of(x)=x, t e R}. Then 

Ut0(G) = {ÀG(h):heH}". 

We use the notation u f (# ) , Xn', Jf=L2(H), %{H) in the obvious way, 
and let r be the canonical trace on <J({H). We denote by C*(G) the group 
C*-algebra of G, and by TT° the usual representation of C*(G) in <J((G). 
Similarly for H. Also J / < = J § ? ( ^ ) will denote the canonical system of 
imprimitivity associated with the induction of XH to X° [3]. Note that by 
6.1 we may regard 2£{G) as a subalgebra oï2?{H) (since 2£(G) c ^ ( G ) ) . 

We consider the following two central decompositions 

( l ) = f {UT(Û>), AG(Û>), < P « ^ J Ï « % ) , *•%*>)} < M < 

(ii) {Jt{H\ XH
9 r, Jf7, TT*} = C{M(y)9 XH(y)9 r(y), ^T(y), 7rH(y)} dv(y). 

JTH 

Note that G acts on # via inner automorphisms, and the induced action 
of G on TH is Borel. Thus we may perform the ergodic decomposition 
v=$x v(Ç) dm(Q and so, from (ii), write 

{uf(f0, **, r, JT, TT^} = £ W ) , n 0 , r (0 , JT(0, ^ ( 0 } * * « ) . 

THEOREM 6.2. (i) J^/H(CO) is a system of imprimitivity for G over H9 

li-a.e. 

(ii) there is a measure isomorphism /?: (X9 m)\-+(rG9 fx) such that 

{A°(j8(0), mi®)} and Ind& {A*(Q, Jf(4)} 

are unitarily equivalent. 

Thus we identify (X, m) and ( r# , //). Note that this theorem extends the 
work of Tatsuuma [6], who deals with the case when the orbit space 
THjG is countably separated. Finally we show how to relate the weights 
(p(œ) and T(OO) (CO e T0). 

Let Jf(G) (Jf(H)) denote the spaces of continuous complex valued 
functions on G{H) with compact support, endowed with the usual Tomita 
algebra structure. For £ e JT(G) we may write (§3) Ç~Ç(co) and TTL(Ç)~ 

*TL(£(«>)). Define bilinear form %0(cS) on JT(G)x X(G) by 

ZofaXf > fl) = <P(P>)(IÏL0I* * ö(o>))-

A bilinear functional %H(oS) is defined on X*(H) x JT(//) analogously. 
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Since Ç(œ) e @(œ) /j-a.e., and @(oo) is the Hubert space of the representa
tion of G induced from 2,H(co), we may identify f(a>) with a map £(co) :g e 

THEOREM 6.3. Statements are to be interpreted "almost" everywhere. 
(i) For £ G J f (G) and g e G, £(a>)(g) is in the domain of %H{o>), and 

œ^XH(œ)(£(œ)(g)> i(°>)(g)) is measurable. 
(ii) For £ E J T ( G ) and co e TG9 the map ffr+%H(<û)(i(œ)(g)9 i(œ)(g)) is 

constant on the cosets of H, and measurable on G\H. 
(iii) The identification £((o)\->i((o) may be made so that 

ZcfaM* 0 = f XH(co)(i(co)(gl #(co)(g)) «*«(*), 
J Of H 

where a is a Haar measure on GjH c 2?*. 
(iv) For f e J f ( G ) , ||f||&=Jr<,Zo(û>)(f. Ö <*M«0-
(v) The functionals %H{a>), Xo(œ) may oe extended to dense left ideals 

in C*(H), C*(G) in such a way that the associated representations ofC*(H) 
and C*(G), respectively, are unitarily equivalent to TTH(CJO) and 7rG(co). 
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